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RUBIA XRI 10W-40 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DAF TRUCKS Factory Fill - EXTENDED ENGINE OIL 

 
 
 
 
   

A “made for DAF” product, specially developed for new generation of heavy 
duty engines. Used by DAF for factory fill on Euro III engines and after-market 
applications. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Meets and exceeds the following international specifications : 

 API CI-4 
 ACEA E7 

 
Approved by DAF TRUCKS NV on Euro III engines as a result of : 

 extensive fleet testing over 2,6 millions of kilometers under extreme 
conditions to guarantee reliability and exceptionnal lubrication properties 
such as piston cleanliness and thermal stability  

 In-house engine testing by DAF Trucks to evaluate running-in 
performance, anti-wear properties and ability to maintain engine 
cleanliness even with a high soot content. 

  
 
 
 
  

 Reliability due to its approved part status : optimize engine lifetime 
 Enables longer drain intervals while conserving its very high 

performances 
 Ensure a proper « running-in » period and an after-market utilisation due 

to it’s innovating dual formulation technology  
 Helps minimizing the oil consumption losses as a result of it’s 

viscosymetric properties 
 

 
 
 

RUBIA XRI 10W-40 Units SAE 10W-40 

Density kg/m3 873 
Viscosity at 100°C mm2/s 14 
Flash point °C > 200 
Base Number mgKOH/g 10.5 

CHARACTERISTICS 

CUSTOMER BENEFITS 

PERFORMANCES 

APPLICATIONS 
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Pour Point °C -36 
The typical characteristics mentioned represent mean values 
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